The MOST ADVANCED
DIESEL ENGINE PLATFORM
The Standard
Detroit customers experience significant cost
of ownership benefits right from the moment
they invest in the DD15 engine platform. That’s
because the Detroit heavy-duty engine platform
is the industry standard. And with over 470,000
DD15 engines in-service worldwide, it is the
standard to beat.

5-Year Warranty
All DD15 engines are backed by the most
comprehensive no-cost extended warranty
package in the market today at 5 years,
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1,000,000 kilometres, 15,000 hours or 500,000
litres of fuel burn (whichever occurs first).
Whereas warranty coverage from other engine
manufacturers will cost operators up to $5,500,
with additional and expensive midlife changeouts of up to $16,000 to maintain the warranty.

Engine Emission System
As the only North American engine platform
designed specifically to achieve tomorrow’s
emissions standards today, DD15 leads its
competition. While other engine manufacturers
bolt on emission components, Detroit uses
integrated component technology, which is
integral to its core engine design. With greater
than 99% component reliability, the DD15 is in
a league of its own.

“We save around a
thousand litres
per month per driver”
Terry Hill - Goodwin Freight

FUEL ECONOMY
Detroit’s DD15 engines deliver outstanding fuel economy right from the start. With its
advanced yet simple technology and components, Detroit removes the need to use
additional fluids. This delivers the DD15 major ownership advantages and fuel savings
over less advanced engines.
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OIL DRAINS
DD15 engines offer unbeatable oil drain
periods to Detroit owners. Thanks to its clean
and green integrated emissions system,
Detroit extends standard oil drains out to
60,000 kilometres without sampling, for
customers who use Detroit Platinum Plus.*
This is a significant cost of ownership benefit
delivered by the DD15. On top this, DD15 uses
20% less oil in the sump than its rivals, saving
operators thousands of dollars.

“they never
miss a beat”

Mark Tobin – Followmont Transport
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*See Detroit oil and coolant guide for additional information

Tune-Ups

Overhaul Costs

Benefiting from a state-of-the-art design and
manufacturing processes developed by some of
the world’s best engineers, and using advanced
materials, the DD15 pushes engine tune-up
intervals out to 400,000 kilometres.

When it comes to restoring power, efficiency
and reliability, Detroit offers a tailored overhaul
solution to suit various needs and budgets:

Whilst other manufacturers require you to
undertake extensive component change-outs
at the engine’s midlife, which can cost up to
$16,000, the DD15 does not. This provides
additional cost of ownership benefits and
keeps your truck on the road longer.

Brake Performance
The DD15 is equipped with a powerful integrated
Jacobs engine brake that will slow you down
safely, when you need it. Delivering 597 hp at
2,500 rpm, the DD15 increases stopping power
and reduces noise, with an additional 90 hp of
braking power compared to similar engines.

1. DD15 StepUP offers progressive fixed price
programs that include genuine factory parts
and labour, saving you time and money. With
a 12-month warranty for additional peace of
mind.
2. Use Genuine Detroit or Reliabilt
remanufactured parts to perform DD15
engine overhauls through your Penske Power
Systems branch or approved Detroit Dealer
location.
3. For total peace of mind, purchase a brand
new, out of the box, DD15 with a full 2-year
unlimited kilometre warranty.

Engine Life
No matter what the application
and duty cycle, DD15 component
reliability ensures that Detroit
achieves the best first-lifeto-overhaul in the market
today. In fact, many DD15s
have achieved the milestone
1,000,000 litres of fuel burn
before overhaul, delivering
up to 33% longer engine life.

Engine Weight
Detroit’s DD15 is leaner than
the rest, delivering greater
performance and greater
productivity. In fact, the
heavy-duty DD15 is the lightest
big bore engine in the market today.
And with less weight in the engine
thanks to streamlined component
design, you increase your earning
potential and payback.
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DDI5 COST OF
OWNERSHIP SAVINGS
Standard engine option – saving up to $20,000
No-cost 5-year extended warranty – saving $5,500
400,000 kilometre tune-ups – saving $1,800
No midlife change-outs – saving $16,000
20% less oil capacaity – saving $1,100
60,000 kilometre oil drains – saving $4,600
33% longer first-life-to-overhaul – saving $15,000
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“Brilliant
from day one”
Phil Rickert – PJ&A Cartage

COST OF OWNERSHIP
The DD15 offers operators significant cost of ownership advantages at every stage
of engine life. Right from the time of initial investment, the no-cost warranty of
5-years, 1,000,000 kilometres, 15,000 hours or 500,000 litres of fuel burn, whichever
occurs first, adds value. With no need for expensive midlife change-outs, as well as
the consistent reliability of the engine, DD15 delivers industry leading first-life-tooverhaul numbers. It’s for these reasons, and more, that the Detroit engine platform
guarantees to keep money in your pocket and your truck on the road – making the
DD15 the only choice.
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DETROIT SERVICE NETWORK-

Through an extensive Australian and New Zealand network,
your nearest Authorised Detroit Dealer is now closer than ever.
Trained, tooled-up and ready to go, you can rest easy in the
knowledge that you’re getting superior Detroit genuine parts
and service at your local Authorised Detroit Dealer.
Contact your Australian representative on 1300 688 338 or
visit penskeps.com to find your local Detroit Dealer.
Contact your New Zealand representative on + 64 (0)9 250 7800
or visit penskeps.co.nz to find your local Detroit Dealer.
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